(Y)OUR
WORLD

THE KEY TO OUR
Effectiveness
IS NOT IN HOW BIG
OUR WORLD Is.

IT’S IN HOW WELL
we align our world
with yours.

(Y)OUR
WORLD

YOUr
WORLD.
No matter where our clients do business,
from Hong Kong to Cleveland, Brussels
to Brisbane, they share certain universal
realities. As unique as each city, country
and region is, theRe are a number of key
Common denominators.

The pace of business

People are key

People’s expectations

is accelerating.

to success.

are changing.

Business and market dynam-

In every market and industry,

The way people work is

ics are changing quickly and

business performance is

changing. They want a more

continuously. Companies

really human performance.

collaborative workplace.

change. Strategies change.

The long-term winners are

Boundaries between work and

Technologies change. Bound-

always the companies that

life continue to blur. The best

aries change. Meanwhile,

attract, develop and retain

people are perfectly willing to

competition is getting more,

the best people.

work hard. But increasingly,

not less, intense.

Talent, and time, ARE
in short supply.

Nearly everywhere and in
almost every field, skilled
people are increasingly in
short supply. And when there’s
a need, it’s always urgent
every unfilled or under performing position is a barrier
to business growth.
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they want to do it on their
own terms.

OUr
WORLD.
We’re deeply focused on key areas of
specialization, with expertise across the
entire employee life cycle. In each region,
Hudson people are local people. They listen,
then bring the power of Hudson’s resources
to bear on providing the right solution.

We help unleash human

We’re uniquely focused

We practice what we

potential.

on candidates and con-

preach.

Through permanent recruiting,

tract professionals.

From teaching new employees

contract professionals, talent

Hudson consultants build

the fundamentals to advanced

management and managed

personal relationships with

leadership training and career

service solutions, through

jobseekers and contract

management, we’re focused

innovation and thought leader-

professionals. We treat them

on developing our own people.

ship, from single assignments

as we would like to be treated.

We place a high priority on in-

to large global projects, we

We help them explore their

vesting in Hudson employees,

connect people and companies

aspirations and develop a plan

helping them develop and ad-

to realize maximum potential.

to pursue them. We understand

vance their careers

the roles and industries we’re

we know it impacts the quality

recruiting, and no one offers

of what we provide our clients

better access to the best

and candidates.

because

positions and employers
locally and worldwide.
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A world
of Potential.

at hudson, we connect
great people with great
companies to help both
reach their potential.

everywhere we operate,
we share a passion
for this connection,
and we focus on the
right priorities to make
it happen.
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TALENT.

Depth.

Hudson exists to help build lasting and productive
relationships between talented people and
successful companies. We connect with the best
and brightest people in every region and industry
we serve by working to understand each
individual’s needs and aspirations, and by making
it a priority to help each build a rewarding career.
We apply this same philosophy within our own
organization.

We are deeply specialized. Across our global
organization, we’ve developed and continue to
build highly focused expertise in key industries,
business functions and market niches, and our
assessment and development expertise supports
world-class talent management capabilities.
Whether you are a client, a jobseeker or a
contract professional, we help you succeed by
understanding your world.

Action.

Soul.

Execution speed and quality are key to strong
relationships in our business. Everything we do
centers on rapidly understanding client, candidate,
contract professional and employee needs, and
acting on them. We bring passion, tools and
technology to each relationship, moving fast to
help determine the right direction and deliver the
right, customized solution every time.

Ours is a human business. It’s about heart. It’s
about passion. It’s about soul. Practicing what we
preach helping people discover and reach their
full potential, helping them achieve work/life
balance, being socially responsible directly
impacts our effectiveness as a company.
Because it encourages the best people to work
with and at Hudson. And because it’s the
right way to work.
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A world
of CAPABILITy.

Hudson’s specialized recruiters and consultants
connect our world with yours, With capabilities
tailored to each region, market
and client we serve.

PERMANENT
RECRUITMENT

CONTRACT
Professionals

Our permanent recruitment

Drawing from a global talent pool,

capabilities span a broad range of

Hudson can provide highly qualified

job category and industry areas that

people to fill positions on a contract,

vary according to the needs of each

project or interim basis, across a

of our geographic markets

very wide range of functions and

includ-

ing accounting and finance, IT, legal,

industries. We’re accomplished

sales and marketing and a host of

at filling small- and large-scale,

others. Hudson recruitment profes-

short- and long-term needs, within

sionals bring a unique depth of

the most demanding time frames

experience, not only in the job

providing clients with a valuable

category they hire, but also in the

resource to augment their permanent

industry sector in which they are

workforces. Hudson consultants in

hiring. With a flexible recruitment

this area are function and industry

methodology, innovative talent

focused

assessment tools and a global

the positions they are filling.

candidate database, Hudson can
handle any assignment, from a
single position to a large multiregional project.
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they’re experts who know

talent
management

Managed Service
Solutions

Thought
leadership

Hudson’s talent management

To reduce the costs and increase

All over the world, Hudson is known

business helps clients attract and

the effectiveness of the recruitment

as a leading expert in the recruit-

select the right people, develop

function, Hudson manages all or any

ment and talent management fields.

their potential, fuel their enthusiasm

part of the recruitment process

Through our books and publica-

and build their commitment. We

from candidate attraction and

tions, focused research and surveys,

provide the means to develop a

selection to onboarding and talent

we provide knowledge and tools to

strong employer brand to attract

retention programs. We work with

help clients navigate the changing

the right people. We integrate our

our clients to tailor a managed

HR landscape. We provide timely

proprietary talent management

services model to their specific

intelligence on regional and global

tools, techniques and programs into

business needs, people strategy

employment trends, and critical HR

the recruitment process to ensure

and culture. Our specialist recruit-

challenges. And our consultative

a strong fit between client and can-

ers often work on site, becoming

approach helps clients put it all

didate. After the hire, Hudson talent

an extension of the client’s HR

together to see the big picture.

management professionals provide

department. Hudson professionals

a comprehensive set of capabilities

focus on improving the quality and

and programs designed to help

reducing the cost of hire, time to fill

clients build employee satisfaction

and retention rates, implementing

and loyalty, identify and develop

sophisticated processes and

high-potential individuals, and align

reporting to establish the recruit-

human resource processes with

ment process as a strategic tool.

business strategies.
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There’s no doubt that having global reach and presence is a valuable attribute,
but how does being global translate to value for the vast majority of clients
and people we serve?

At Hudson, the greatest value is in how we deliver
in local markets. We tailor our solutions in the more than 20 countries
across Asia, Australia/New Zealand, Europe and North America where we operate
while providing full access to the collective resources of our global organization.

Unleashing the power
of human potential.
in your world.

Hudson in Asia

S u c c ess story N o . 1

Finding Future
leaders in China.

IN CHINA’S CANDIDATE-SHORT MARKET,
INBEV’S STRATEGY INCLUDES IDENTIFYING
AND ATTRACTING TOP TALENT FROM
LOCAL UNIVERSITIES FOR ITS
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM.

As the world’s largest brewer,

In China, InBev knew the expected

We developed an online aptitude

InBev’s vision to become “the best

7,500 program applications would

test to identify key abilities like

beer company in a better world”

require a systematic approach to

problem analysis and decision-mak-

begins with people. In fact, the first

processing, screening, assessment

ing, and we created an integrated

pillar of its platform to achieve the

and selection. The client knew it

assessment process used by

vision is “Dream/People/Culture,”

needed a partner with the capa-

Hudson and InBev to ensure a

the foundation of which is the notion

bilities to deliver robust recruitment

cultural fit. Group simulation

that talented people represent

and assessment solutions across

exercises, competency-based

InBev’s only truly sustainable com-

China. Hudson was a perfect fit, in

interview formats and individual

petitive advantage.

addition to its established relation-

presentations rounded out the

ship with InBev in Europe and solid

program

presence in China.

end-to-end administration and proj-

A global company like InBev knows
that local talent is key to local

ect management support.

success. But in China, like most

The assignment required the design

major markets worldwide, leader-

and establishment of assessment

The program was a success. For

ship talent is increasingly difficult to

centers in five cities across China

two consecutive years, this highly

locate and recruit. A critical element

in the span of 30 days, including

tailored Hudson assessment center

of InBev’s market development

management and assessment

solution has enabled InBev to iden-

strategy is its Global Management

specialists in place, and a consistent

tify and recruit the highest-potential

Trainee Program, aimed at attracting

methodology for assessment and

graduates, efficiently and effectively.

top talent to InBev as they graduate

selection across all centers.

from local colleges and universities.

Hudson delivered.
The Hudson team worked with
InBev to develop clear screening
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unified under Hudson’s

criteria that ensured consistent
quality of the initial candidate pool.

Beijing
Guangzhou
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Singapore
tokyo

In key business hubs across asia,
Hudson is a premium, ISO-certified
company with the name recognition
and network, depth and breadth,
leadership and presence to get
results for multinational and local
clients. One of the largest senior-level recruitment
firms in Asia, no other company has Hudson’s broad
blend of recruitment, outsourcing and talent management
services. Multilingual Hudson consultants use their
local knowledge, an extensive Asian database and
Hudson’s global network of resources to bring
clients and candidates together.

Hudson is among this region’s
most established human resource
firms, with a strong presence
in multiple locations and a client
list that includes Many of
Australia’s leading companies.
For industry leaders and the countless smaller
businesses across Australia and New Zealand,
Hudson has developed an extraordinarily broad
and deep range of highly specialized capabilities,
representing a one-stop resource for any scale
or level of human resource need.

Adelaide
Auckland
Baulkham Hills
Brisbane
Canberra
Christchurch
darwin
greater western Sydney

HUNTER/Central coast
melbourne
Mount Waverley
North Sydney
Penrose
Perth
Sydney
Wellington

Hudson in Austr alia /
New Zealand

S u c c ess story N o . 2

INSIDE-OUT
EXCELLENCE.

SENSIS, ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S leading
information resource companies,
BENEFITS FROM HUDSON’S DEEP,
COMPREHENSIVE CAPABILITIES
DEPLOYED ON SITE IN KEY LOCATIONS.

Entering its seventh year, Hudson’s

specialist recruitment services,

Candidate care is a major emphasis

relationship with Sensis, a leading

managing assignments across a

in the Hudson approach. Hudson

provider of online and directory

wide range of job families and

helps people objectively determine

services in Australia, has grown with

specialized roles, including IT,

for themselves not just if they are

the Hudson team’s demonstrated

finance, marketing and communica-

right for a job, but also whether the

ability to meet client needs as they

tions, and human resources

job is right for them. High candidate

evolve. Today, Sensis engages all

specialists. Hudson also provides

satisfaction scores (which measure

of Hudson’s businesses

recruitment to meet the need at

attitudes of all jobseekers, including

services, specialized recruitment

managed

Sensis for an ongoing supply of

those not chosen for the position)

and talent management

market-ready temporary and con-

reflect Hudson’s high-touch, per-

tract service and support resources.

sonal approach to this element of

to help

it find, attract, develop and retain
great people.

Hudson’s talent management exper-

recruitment.

Central to the relationship are

tise adds science to the selection

With its on-premise model, Hudson

specialized teams of recruitment

process, bringing sophisticated

has delivered impressive results

consultants placed on the client’s

aptitude measurement and behavior-

for Sensis: In Australia’s highly

premises. Called managed services,

al-based assessment tools to clearly

competitive and mobile employment

this on-site outsourcing of recruit-

define roles, identify required skills

market, retention is holding steady

ment for key roles in sales, sales

and ensure fit. Our services for

at 95 percent through the guarantee

support and customer care enables

Sensis have expanded into consult-

period. A successful referral program

Hudson to assimilate Sensis culture

ing and assessment

now fills 13 percent of available

while applying best-practice tools

partnership with Sensis to create an

positions. More than 35 percent of

and processes to enhance results.

organization-wide competency and

positions are filled internally; sales

career management framework that

and customer support positions are

includes workshops and behavioral

filled within an average of 19 days.

In addition to managed services,
Hudson provides executive and

interview training.

we worked in
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Hudson in Europe
And the middle east

S u c c ess story N o . 3

ATTRACTing the
UK’s Top Talent.

HUDSON PLAYED A KEY ROLE IN
ATTRACTING AND SELECTING FROM
THE U.K.’S BEST AND BRIGHTEST TO
FILL KEY SENIOR FINANCE POSITIONS
FOR THE LEGAL & GENERAL GROUP.

Responsible for the investment of

Hudson is one of a small number

As the attraction strategy generated

more than £257 billion worldwide

of preferred vendors providing

an initial candidate pool, Hudson

on behalf of individual investors,

Legal & General with senior-level

professionals conducted pre-

policyholders and institutions, the

professional finance staff, and so

selection interviews and developed

Legal & General Group is one of the

was invited to work together with

shortlists for each of the positions.

United Kingdom’s leading financial

other service providers to meet the

The selected candidates then

services companies. Legal & General,

need. Early on, the client decided

attended an “Assessment Day”

a FTSE 50 company with more than

the methodology that would best

in which Hudson’s proven talent

8,800 employees globally, identified

support a successful outcome

management capabilities and

the need to enhance its U.K. finance

would utilize, on an exclusive basis,

proprietary tools played an essential

department with a number of high-

Hudson’s deep expertise in develop-

role. In addition to leading the

level, highly talented individuals.

ing tailored solutions that combine

development of assessment content,

The company defined several key

recruitment and talent management.

Hudson talent management spe-

positions to meet its objectives:
Development Finance Director,
a Senior Finance role and a Head
of Expenses.

The Hudson solution comprised
an integrated combination of
elements aimed at attracting a
high number of strong, suitable
candidates. Elements included a
highly targeted online advertising
program; client-paid advertising
in the Financial Times; a focused
search of Hudson’s extensive candidate database; and a number of other
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sophisticated networking strategies.

cialists helped facilitate the event,
lending their expertise to the critical
process of successfully identifying
the individuals with the best mix of
qualifications and, equally important,
cultural fit.

belgium
Czech republic
denmark
france
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Spain
Sweden
Ukraine
united Arab Emirates
United Kingdom

Hudson serves a mosaic of markets
in Europe, each with its own
languages, cultural and economic
mix, and its own, sometimes subtly
different, way of doing business.
Hudson brings long-established local European
presence and global resources to connect companies
and people and realize maximum potential for both.
With a mix of expertise and offerings tailored to
virtually every major market in western, central
and eastern Europe, Hudson is uniquely qualified
to respond to a full spectrum of client and
candidate needs.

Hudson is sharply focused on
high-value areas of client need
in this big, intensely competitive
market. We offer deep, specialized expertise
in the legal, information technology and financial
solutions niches for clients across a variety of
industries in North America. From retained search,
contingent recruitment and contract staffing
to talent management and recruitment outsourcing,
in times of economic growth or downturn, Hudson
solutions help leading companies manage their
human resource needs to stay ahead of the curve.

Atlanta
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
New York
Orlando
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Raleigh
san francisco
Tampa
Toronto
Vienna, VA
Washington, DC

H u d s o n i n NO r t h A m e r i c a

S u c c ess story N o . 4

Discovering
A Better Way.

HUDSON LEGAL PROVIDED EXPERT
DOCUMENT REVIEW SERVICES TO HELP A
KEY CLIENT MANAGE THE HUGE VOLUME
OF INFORMATION REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE A HIGH-PROFILE MERGER.

One of Hudson’s largest North

The Hudson project management

replacement, of reviewers with

American clients approached

team worked closely with the client’s

productivity or accuracy issues.

Hudson Legal for assistance in dis-

in-house legal staff and outside

During the process, we produced

covery/document review associated

counsel to structure the project.

daily workflow analysis to aid project

with antitrust clearance of a major,

We were granted administrator

monitoring and ongoing planning,

high-profile merger. The Hudson

rights by our e-discovery platform

and participated in daily status calls

team initially comprised 40 review

partner to allow Hudson to review

with the law firm and e-discovery

contractors working in a Hudson-

and monitor productivity. After

provider.

provided off-site production space.

analyzing the volume of data and

It soon became apparent that the

developing a production plan that

volume of data and documents was

included facility and staffing needs,

far greater than originally expected.

we established review teams with a

Hudson recognized that to meet

blend of outside counsel associates

the transaction time frame, a more

and Hudson attorneys to maintain

comprehensive, tactical approach

production integrity.

was called for. The client agreed to
take advantage of Hudson Legal’s
managed review services.

Our project infrastructure specialists

Production eventually required more
than 200 attorney reviewers

in all,

the team processed and reviewed
nearly four terabytes of information.
We finished the project before the
deadline and under budget, and
timely regulatory approval enabled
the transaction to close on schedule.

designed and set up two highly
efficient review sites at Hudsonleased and managed production
centers. We defined performance
metrics for contractors and managed their performance, providing
coaching and, where necessary,
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We believe in people.
We make our living
finding them,
understanding them,
connecting them
with the right situation
and then helping
them grow.

We’re Hudson,
and that’s how we align
our world with yours.

Let’s
talk.

WWW.HUDSON.COM

Whatever business you’re in,
wherever in the world you do
business, Hudson has the local
expertise and global resources
to help you turn human potential
into powerful results. There’s no
limit to what we can achieve
together. Contact us. Let’s talk.
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